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ABSTRACT
The Monte Carlo Continuous Energy Burnup Code – MCB is the state of the art numerical tool dedicated for the design of innovative nuclear systems like cores of 

nuclear reactors and radiation detectors[ 1]. The parallel MPI algorithms implemented in MCB were never fully tested using a large number of CPUs. Till now, the 

code was tested in a rather ad hoc manner with a limited number of CPUs using various processor types and workstation clusters. The implementation of MCB on 

the ZEUS computer cluster of ACK CYFRONET AGH in the frame of Pl Grid NG project [2] gave the opportunity to test the code using a large number of CPUs 

and professionally assess its scalability in the available computational infrastructure. The complex numerical models of the Lead Cooled Fast Reactor with large 

spatial resolution were used for scalability calculations. 
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where: 

n – number of used cores (tasks), MWTtot – master total wall time, TWTtrack – tasks 

wall time spent on transport, MWTMPI – master wall time during calling MPI, 

TWTtrans – tasks wall time spent on transmutation, TWTtot – total tasks wall time 

spent on transport + send/receive + waiting for master.

CONCLUSIONS

The scalability study of the MCB code implemented in the Pl Grid Infrastructure shows that:

• the efficiency depends strongly on complexity of numerical model, 

• the numerical algorithms for transport calculations perform well,

• the numerical algorithms for transmutation calculations need some improvement.
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The future development of MCB will focus on the optimization of

the transmutation algorithms for MPI parallel processing. In

addition, the scalability study will be performed for different

numerical models like advanced models of Pressurized Water

nuclear reactors.


